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ABSTRACT. This article introduces Pimp your landscape, a tool that was developed for evaluating the
effects of changes in land use patterns. The main application field is to support interactions and
communication among actors in spatial planning. With this tool, different land use pattern alternatives can
be visualized in a short time, and their impact on land use services can be evaluated immediately. Also,
spatial training and environmental education with regard to sustainable land use management can be
supported. The tool was developed in an iterative process, in close cooperation and over intensive exchanges
with end-users. A resulting feature is the provision of two different modi oriented on the professional
background and skills of the users. The biggest advantage of Pimp your landscape is the simple entry and
handling. However, the system also offers the possibility to go in-depth and work with complex rule sets.
The presented paper introduces the development background and development process of Pimp your
landscape and describes the tool’s resulting concept and actual usage. Finally, possible constraints of the
use of the system and potential workarounds are discussed.
Key Words: Evaluation of land use pattern changes; generic approach; land use management support;
rule setting options; spatial planning; user requirements analysis; visualization of land use pattern changes

INTRODUCTION
The status and functioning of landscapes are
affected by political, economic, and demographic
frame conditions (Schneeberger et al. 2007). New
or modified environmental challenges are occurring
due to worldwide climate trends, changing
economies, and increasing societal needs as in, for
example, Eastern Europe or the BRICs. BRICs is an
acronym that refers to the fast-growing developing
economies of Brazil, Russia, India, and China
(Wilson and Purushothaman 2003). Furthermore,
single land use types at the landscape level, such as
forest ecosystems, are often characterized by a
severe disturbance of their natural dynamics and by
the fast development towards a new balance that
likely has low stability and resilience (Dorren et al.
2004, Wilby et al. 2006). This dynamic
development affects the fulfillment of socially
requested functions, goods, and services, and must
1

be considered in landscape planning (Bengtsson et
al. 2000, Jessel and Jacobs 2005). In European
landscapes, competing planning targets from
directives such as Natura 2000 (including Species
Protection Directive 79/409/EWG and Habitat
Protection Directive 92/43/EWG), the European
Union (EU) Water Framework Directive (2000/60/
EG), the EU Drinking Water Directive (98/83/EG),
Environmental Pollution/IPCC Directive (96/61/
EG), NitrateDirective (91/676/ EWG), Waste Water
Directive (91/271/EWG), and the Soil Protection
Strategy form additional sources of conflicts,
especially when the prioritization of respective
functions and services is demanded (e.g., Parker et
al. 2008). Most of the resulting environmental or
land management-related problems can be
characterized by generalizable processes and
temporal-spatial patterns (With and King 1997,
Rounsevell et al. 2006b, Schmit et al. 2006, Gardner
and Urban 2007). Differing regional and trans-
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regional patterns are resulting from the local,
regional, and national differences in the
socioeconomic targets of landowners and land users
with regard to ecosystem protection and resource
production.
A need to design multifunctional landscapes can be
identified. Multifunctional landscapes ensure, for
example, flood prevention and an appropriate
drinking water supply, provide space for natural
biodiversity and infrastructural development, and
enable protection and production targets to be met
at the same time (Haigh et al. 2004, Rounsevell et
al. 2006a, Wilby et al. 2006). In terms of
multifunctional land use, Wiggering et al. (2003)
stress three points that are relevant for successful
rural planning: (a) a demand- and goal-oriented
identification of land use services, (b) a participative
character of negotiations over possible land use
combinations involving all relevant groups,
including the scientific community, and (c) an
iterative character of the decision-making process,
which enables uncertainties to be tolerated on the
one hand and adaptation to emerging information
and knowledge on the other.
As a result, contemporary land use management
requires dealing not only with complex questions
but also with various needs of different actors or
actor groups involved in the planning process
(Letcher and Giupponi 2005, Niemelä et al. 2005,
Dragosits et al. 2006, Kallioras et al. 2006).
Therefore, there is a demand for instruments that
are able to deal with challenges such as the
fragmentation of information and missing data
communication standards, and that also allow for
complex knowledge and experience management
(Wiggering et al. 2006, Mander et al. 2007, Van
Delden et al. 2007). The concept of land use
functions (LUFs) as developed in the EU funded
Integrated Project SENSOR (Helming et al. 2008)
considers such complex demands. The LUF
framework focuses on functions, goods, and
services that are provided by different land use types
and that address the most relevant economic,
environmental, and societal issues of a region in an
integrative way. The LUF framework can be used
for sustainability impact assessment at the regional
level in an integrated and balanced way (König et
al. 2010, Uthes et al. in press). The LUFs framework
makes it possible for policy makers, scientists, and
stakeholders to identify functions, which are

reduced or enhanced under various scenarios of land
use change, and to explore the trade-offs between
them (Pérez-Soba et al. 2008, Schößer et al. 2009).
The LUFs framework can be adapted and modified
for visualizing and communicating possible impacts
of land use changes to the multifunctionality of
regional landscapes.
Approaches to developing environmental decision
support systems or to combining multi-criteria
analysis with modeling and simulation tend to
integrate a broad information base and increase
user-friendliness by sophisticated participatory
approaches (Walker 2002, Mendoza and Prabhu
2005, Matthies et al. 2007). However, Uran and
Jansen (2003) point out that there is a risk that the
use of such systems is too complicated for a
nonprofessional end-user, and that their application
area is thus restricted to scientific purposes and
professional users.
With these considerations taken into account, the
software Pimp your landscape was developed in the
frame of the INTERREG-III-a project IT-REG-EU
(Integrated Trans-Regional Land use DecisionSupport in the Euro Region Neisse). The software
was conceived as an online platform for visualizing
and communicating complex interdependencies
between land use pattern changes and land use
services. The tool supports the participatory
development of regional land use change scenarios
by strengthening the integration of regional
stakeholder needs in land use planning conflicts
between forestry, water management, nature
protection, and tourism (Fürst et al. 2008, 2009).
The objective of Pimp your landscape was to use a
generic approach to simulate interactions and
processes at the landscape level, and to translate
them into rule systems, which can easily be adapted
to variable regions and application cases (e.g.,
Holzkämper and Seppelt 2007). The name Pimp
your landscape was chosen to intrigue end-users
and to motivate them to test the tool. This paper
introduces the methodological background and
development process of Pimp your landscape, and
describes the resulting concept and usage of the tool.
Finally, possible constraints and how to deal with
them are discussed.
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METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND AND
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF PIMP YOUR
LANDSCAPE
Development background, user requirements
analysis, and development process
The regional development background of Pimp your
landscape was characterized by border-crossing
land use management and planning conflicts, which
were studied as a test in the Euro Region Neisse.
This region is situated in the border area between
the Czech Republic, Germany, and Poland. Multiple
stakeholder groups from forestry, water management,
nature protection, and tourism are forced to
cooperate for the realization of EU directives such
as Natura 2000 and the EU Water Framework
Directive. However, these groups also compete by
addressing the same areas for different land use
targets. Thematically oriented expert groups
(EUREX working groups) in traffic, economy,
tourism, water, forestry, crisis management, health,
history, statistics, and education form the most
important platform for exchange and discussion.
Representatives of these working groups were
consulted for the conception and development of
Pimp your landscape.
The development process of Pimp your landscape
was conceived as an iterative approach. Figure 1
shows the different development steps, including
the applied methods, the number of involved endusers, and experts and the outcome for each
subsequent step. At the beginning of the
development process, 47 experts from the Czech
Republic, Germany, and Poland were contacted
based on recommendation of the common office of
the three-country council of Euro Region Neisse.
The recommended experts represented the most
important stakeholder organizations in regional
resource management and regional planning, and
were expected to contribute their experience to the
conception of the intended software. Fifteen experts
did not have enough time to contribute, but 32
experts confirmed their participation. The
confirmed participants came from forestry (47%),
nature protection (33%), water management (10%),
and regional planning, including tourism (10%).
Twenty-one experts who were involved in the first
step also participated in the live test. Additional test
persons were involved in the second test run based
on recommendation of the original participants.
Only the persons in step IV (the application phase)

were totally different, as the system was tested by
them in the context of follow-up activities. These
follow-up activities are not described in detail
because they did not influence the concepts and
results presented here.
The software conception began with a Delphi studybased user requirements analysis on how to design
an optimal management tool (Dalkey and Helmer
1963, Turoff and Linstone 1975, Cooke 1991,
Scholles 2001). In contrast to opinion polls, which
use a random choice of participants and lack opinion
feedback, the Delphi method is thought to obtain
consensus among individuals who have special
knowledge of an issue of interest (EVALSED 2003,
Schmidt-Thomé 2005). Van Paassen et al. (2007)
use the approach to develop computer models that
facilitate the capability of learning about sustainable
land use in rice-cultivating regions. White et al.
(2004) developed an empirically based area-type
model with the assistance of the Delphi method.
Regarding the regional frame conditions under
which Pimp your landscape was developed, the
method was considered appropriate to address the
experts in the EUREX working groups. A further
advantage is the anonymity of Delphi participants,
which allows them to interact, rethink, and compare
their thoughts in a “non-threatening forum” without
being influenced by each other’s opinion (Miller
1993).
In the first round of the Delphi study, the following
questions were posed (in each participant’s
respective national language):
(A1) What kind of information sources are you
generally using to prepare interdisciplinary
planning decisions?
(B1) Which tools are you using to visualize the
planning process and to support your decision?
(C1) What do you think an optimal support system
should look like for it to prepare the necessary
information and support you as a decision maker?
For each question, a set of pre-selected alternatives
was offered (Table 1). The participants were asked
to evaluate the alternatives on a scale from 1 (=
always/most desirable) to 6 (= never/most
undesirable). Further alternatives could be proposed
by the participants and were ranked on the scale
from 1 to 6. In round 2 of the Delphi study, only
question (C1) was repeated.
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Fig. 1. Development process of Pimp your landscape. Most working steps overlapped to ensure an
intensive feedback between tests and technical development.

In a subsequent step, the Delphi study participants
were asked to examine some exemplary tools and
give their impressions on desirable design features.
The analysis was designed as one-time survey (Borg
and Gall 1989) and was in the form of an online
questionnaire. The tools that the participants were
asked to test were Cardogis, as example of a userfriendly Geographic Information Systems (GIS)based solutions (www.cardogis.com), Lenné3D, as
an example of visualization tools (www.lenne3d.com
), Meascope, as an example of landscape
management support in agriculture(www.mea-scope.
eu), and SIAT as an example of a complex impact
assessment and management support system (www
.ip-sensor.org). Test examples and information on
the tools and the underlying methods were presented
on the webpage of the online questionnaire.
Again, a set of standardized alternatives for answers
was offered, including the option of additional free

comments (Tab. 1b). The following questions were
posed:
(A2) Which are the most important application
fields you see being supported?
(B2) Which features should the development focus
on?
Based on the results of these two analyses and some
freelanced ideas provided by the participants, a
prototype of Pimp your landscape (V 1.0) was
designed. This prototype was a paper-based version
of the later system, which was tested to learn more
about possible user habits. Testing of the prototype
was carried out in a workshop. The participants were
asked to simulate with the paper-based tool a typical
communication and negotiation process in regional
planning from the point of view of their professional
experience in their sectors. In the simulated
negotiation process, different land use pattern
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Table 1. Overview of the results of the Delphi study.
Questions and alternatives

Evaluation result

Ranking

(A1) What kind of information sources are you generally using to prepare interdisciplinary planning decisions?
• textbooks, journals, other written information sources (handbooks, guidelines)

2.3 (32)

1

• oral information (consultation of experts and colleagues)

2.3 (32)

• institutional information systems

2.3 (32)

• web-based information/online portals

2.4 (32)

2

• other (newsletters, newspapers)

3.0 (6)

3

• standardized Office applications (spreadsheets, calculator, etc.)

1.7 (32)

1

• Geographic Information Systems

2.0 (32)

2

• (interactive) database applications

2.1 (30)

3

• maps and monitoring data (either in ditigal or printed form)

2.3 (32)

4

• institution specific software solutions (calculation programmes, visualization, etc.)

2.6 (28)

5

• key figures, operating figures

2.7 (29)

6

• handbooks, written guidelines

4.0 (6)

7

• online portal including expert system and online consultation

2.0 (32)

1

• specialized/expert information system

2.2 (32)

2

• collection of spreadsheets and key figures

2.7 (32)

3

• management software for free download

2.8 (32)

4

• decision schemes usable under standardized Office applications

3.0 (32)

5

• (digital) handbooks including (digital) decision tree(s)

3.5 (32)

6

• online portal including expert system and online consultation

2.0 (32)

1

• specialized/expert information system

2.2 (32)

2

• collection of spreadsheets and key figures

3.2 (32)

3

• decision schemes usable under standardized Office applications

3.2 (32)

3

• management software for free download

3.5 (32)

4

• (digital) handbooks including (digital) decision tree(s)

4.0 (32)

5

(B1) Which tools are you using to visualize the planning process and to support your decision?

(C1) What do you think an optimal support system should look like? (Delphi round I)

(C1´) What do you think an optimal support system should look like? (Delphi round II)
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alternatives were proposed, evaluated, and
discussed according to the divergent interests of the
planning actors. The term “land use pattern” was
used in the development of Pimp your landscape to
express the mosaic of different land use types as
they are classified in the context of CORINE Land
Cover (CLC) 2000 or other land cover classification
standards, for example, on a national level.
The experience using the prototype and desired
improvements of the basic approach were analyzed
in a feedback round. The results of this test formed
the basis for finalizing the development profile for
Pimp your landscape version V 2.0.
Several series of user tests were conducted in
workshops and meetings as a means of refining the
system and identifying development needs and
technical weaknesses. The test series focused on
questions regarding an optimal user interface and
user support. Furthermore, the need for the system
to correspond to different educational backgrounds
and user skills was identified. The resulting online
version V 2.1 provides different modes of
complexity; only the version with the highest level
of complexity (scientific version) is presented in this
article.
Subsequent tests revealed that the original approach
to evaluating land use changes based only on
information on land use types was too simple to
reflect the complexity of the system landscape. This
led to the development of a rule-based system
concept, which also considered the question of
neighborhood relationships between land use types,
spatial restrictions, the impact of the localization of
a land use type in the landscape, and temporal
dynamics. Expert consultation and additional
literature analysis are continued permanently for
referencing the evaluation basis to prevailing
studies and to fit the system to other regions.
A follow-up version of Pimp your landscape has
been adapted for developing regional climate
change mitigation strategies in the frame of the
REGKLAM project (www.regklam.de) for the
metropolitan areas of Leipzig-Halle-Bitterfeld and
Dresden (Fürst et al., in press). An application for
the development of forested regions has been tested
and prepared for implementation in e-learning in the
frame of the Leonardo da Vinci project
TrainforEducation (http://foreducation.nlcsk.sk/de/
index.html). Finally, the tool and derivatives were

integrated into a web portal ( www.letsmap.de ),
which is under development for different user
groups, user rights, and use cases.
Land use classification and evaluation
approach
Pimp your landscape intends to use a generic
approach for the evaluation and visualization of land
use changes regarding environmental, economic,
and social services. This requires the definition of
a reference base for the land use classification,
which ensures comparability between different
countries, and between different regions within the
countries. Furthermore, the experiences with the test
subjects revealed that great attention should be paid
to the development of a generic concept for the
evaluation of the land use pattern changes with
regard to their impact on land use services.
For this study, land use types were defined on the
basis of the CLC 2000 classification because it was
the only digitally available transnational planning
basis at Euro Region Neisse. Apart from this studyspecific convention, Pimp your landscape can also
import other kinds of digital data sets provided they
are in vector format, as a shape or a text file. CLC
2000 offers many land use types, which were not
all relevant in the model region. As a result, and in
agreement with the participating experts, only the
ten most important land use types were considered
in the presented study.
With regards to the evaluation of land use change
impacts, literature analysis was used to obtain
information on comparable studies, whose
outcomes can be transferred. Meanwhile, expert
consultation was conducted to integrate unpublished
regionally available data and information, and to fill
some knowledge gaps where the literature analysis
did not provide sufficient information. The experts
consulted were those who participated in the Delphi
study, and scientists in the fields of catchment area
management and landscape aesthetics.
The evaluation idea is based on the LUFs framework
(Perez-Soba et al. 2008, Schößer et al. 2009) but
was modified for the purposes of this study. Based
on the discussions at the regional workshops, the
four regionally most important land use services
were selected for Euro Region Neisse. The term
“services” is used because the evaluation refers to
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appraisable landscape benefits. Taking the second
service “ecology” as an example, the discussions
revealed that possible alternatives, such as
“biodiversity,” “species diversity”, or “habitat
quality”, were considered too narrowly defined and
that the participants preferred a more holistic view
on landscape services. The impact of each land use
type on these services was evaluated as follows:
I.

water quality with regard to the impact of a
land use type on the nitrogen output as an
indicator for drinking water quality. Expert
consultation was used to put the different land
use types in relation to each other for the scale
level “region.”

II. ecology with regard to the impact of a land
use type on the regionally typical species
richness. Administrative guidelines on the
economic value of a land use (biotope) type
were consulted (SMUL 2003). These
guidelines are used for defining the extent of
compensation measures for biotope losses by
infrastructural measures.
III. economy with regard to the contribution of
a land use type to income and taking into
consideration the regionally relevant purchase
prize relations. Statistical characteristics for
land use type specific taxes, revenue (€ / ha
x a), and purchase prices were used (obtained
from data of the statistics agency of Saxony,
www.statistik.sachsen.de). This information
was complemented by expert consultation for
land use types for which no sufficient
database was available (wetland, water
bodies).
IV. aesthetics with regard to the contribution of
a land use type to the aesthetical value of a
landscape. Aesthetics was used as a proxy for
the touristic value of the region. Regional
studies on respective preferences of tourists
were not available, but tourism was
considered the most important landscaperelated issue in the region. Therefore, in the
examples in the Results section, the term
“tourism” is used, but this is based on the
aesthetic value of the landscape. Expert
opinion in combination with some literature
on the aesthetic value of landscape elements
and structures (Bourassa 1991, Wöbse 2003,
Herrington 2008) were consulted.

To correspond to the demands of a generic
evaluation concept and to achieve comparability
between the different land use types and their
services, a scale from 0 (= most negative effect) to
100 (= most positive effect) was introduced. The
indicators and consulted knowledge sources were
used to rank the land use types according to their
impacts on this relative scale (Table 2). For
upscaling the evaluation to the regional level, a
weighted mean was calculated for each land use
service by summing the values of each cell for the
singular land use services and dividing the sums by
the total number of cells. To exclude any influence
of the evaluation result by impact factors such as
cell size, the latter was fixed to 100 x 100 m².

RESULTS - USER REQUIREMENTS AND
SYSTEM CONCEPTION
User requirements
The Delphi study showed that various kinds of
information sources are used for knowledge mining
without particular preference for a specific source
(question A1). Information from publications and
the consultation of colleagues or experts are used as
extensively as web-based information and personal
and institutional experiences, which are collected in
sectoral information systems (Table 1).
In the planning and decision process, computerbased tools are clearly preferred to paper-based
tools such as handbooks or written guidelines
(question B1). Standardized Office applications,
Geographic Information Systems, and interactive
database applications are the most preferred
instruments, followed by planning materials such
as maps and monitoring data and institution specific
planning software. Collections of key figures are
still used for orientation, while handbooks and
written guidelines were clearly ranked in last place
(Table 1).
Preferences for an optimal support system focused
on online portals and expert systems, while other
alternatives such as a collection of spreadsheets and
key figures, software or decision schemes and
handbooks were ranked lower (question C1).
Compared to the results of the first Delphi study
round, the participants ranked online portals and
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Table 2. Overview of the results of the one-time survey.
Questions and alternatives

Number of
answers†

Ranking

• other: communication and conflict negotiation in participatory processes

15

1

• landscape management planning (intersectoral)

11

2

• policy support/consulting

11

• impact assessment/estimation of potentials and risks in planning

7

3

• operational management and decision support (intrasectoral)

3

4

• other: further education and training

3

(A2) Which are the most important application fields you believe need to be supported? Please clarify.

(B2) On which features should the development focus?
output
type

• qualitative results (visualized results, e.g., maps, diagrams, trends for different planning
alternatives)

21

1

• quantitative results (data (sets) or indicator sets as output to evaluate planning alternatives)

14

2

user
• free design of decision and management planning alternatives, user can generate rules and
insight
criteria and modify the evaluation basis
into results
generation

18

1

• modeling based results/simulation of landscape development, user input restricted to
environmental data

12

2

• multicriteria decision making (MCDM), user input: decision criteria and data, optional choice
between different MCDM methods

4

3

• visualization of the relative benefit of different alternatives by using maps and information on
positive/negative trends

17

1

• Geographic Information Systems-oriented tool, which allows user to visualize planning
alternatives and integrate multiple environmental information in decisions but is not too
complex in handling and focuses on evaluation of scenarios

16

2

• comparison of different planning alternatives by (selected) indices

11

3

• proposition of the “best” alternative (decision making)

7

4

• decision tree

5

5

style of
user
guidance
to
decisions

†multiple

answers were permitted; consequently, the number of answers given by the 32 participants in
the study is > 32
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expert systems even more highly in the second
round (question C1’) (Table 1).
Table 1 presents the results of the two Delphi study
rounds, including the originally proposed
alternatives and additional comments and
propositions by the participants, which are
italicized. The evaluation results are displayed as
weighted means calculated by the number of
responses and the ranking given to each response
alternative. Numbers in brackets give the number
of responses.
The one-time survey gave information on the most
important application fields for which the
participants of the study expect improved support
(question A2). The application field communication
and conflict negotiation was ranked highest,
followed by support in intersectoral planning
processes and policy support. Impact assessment
and decision support in intrasectoral planning were
ranked lower. A few participants also proposed that
management support systems be used in education
and training (Table 2).
Considering the most important features the
development should focus on (question B2), a trend
could be identified with regard to qualitative
information (output type) and high transparency in
the way in which results are produced (user insight
into results generation). The users voted for tools in
the style of Geographic Information Systems, which
focus on the visualization of planning alternatives
and their effects (style of user guidance to decisions)
(Table 2).
Table 2 provides information on the results of the
one-time survey on envisaged application areas and
demanded design features. Propositions by the
participants are again italicized. The number of
responses and the rankings are given. The
participants had the option of choosing multiple
answers.
Finally, in discussion with the Delphi study
participants, a commonly accepted profile of the
envisaged tool was defined that addresses the
following generic attributes and specific features:
(i) An optimal support system should ensure a broad
accessibility for users at any time and any place. A
web-based solution was demanded.
(ii) The tool should offer the possibility to iteratively
integrate experience from case studies and regional

experts as well as upcoming scientific results into
its knowledge base in terms of a learning system.
The need to orient support as best as possible to realworld conditions and to the most recent knowledge
was highlighted.
●

As a precondition for broad acceptance and
use, an interactive and self-explanatory user
interface is expected. It was recommended
that this interface be kept as simple as possible
to ensure its suitability even for people who
are not very familiar with the use of
computers and electronics. This includes easy
user guidance on how to adapt the evaluation
to one’s own experiences and upcoming
knowledge. Information on the effects of
what has been changed was expected to be
available in real time.

●

Based on the experiences from testing
different tools and the prototype of Pimp your
landscape, the following specific features
were demanded by the test participants: (a)
high ability to “design” the landscape and to
introduce and modify planning rules, (b) easy
handling of landscape changes in the system
“by mouse click” without the necessity to
learn a special programming language, and
(c) transparency of the evaluation results and
possibility to modify the evaluation basis.

In summary, an optimal solution was expected to
be “a system in which different actors involved in
planning decisions can share and exchange their
planning propositions and which delivers
generalizable conclusions on the effects of the
planning alternatives for regionally important
landscape services.”
Specifications for the system conception
To address the user needs described in (Results–
User Requirements and System Conception: User
requirements), the software had to enable userdriven changes in the land use pattern by mouse
click. Furthermore, it became necessary to evaluate
the impact of the land use pattern changes on the
most important land use services under
consideration of complex interactions between
various land use types and the related environmental
conditions. Land use pattern changes are defined as
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• comparison of different planning alternatives by (selected) indices

11

3

• proposition of the “best” alternative (decision making)

7

4

• decision tree

5

5

style of
user
guidance
to
decisions

†multiple

answers were permitted; consequently, the number of answers given by the 32 participants in
the study is > 32
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the conversion of (a) single land use types into
another land use type, or (b) all land use types in a
part of a region into a specific land use type. The
first, (a), reflects regional planning measures such
as the afforestation of agricultural sites or the
conversion of coniferous forests into mixed forests;
(b) reflects planning measures such as the
establishment or enlargement of a settled area in a
region. Therefore, the continuous problem
“landscape” must be divided into spatially distinct
units that can interact and communicate with each
other and to which different attributes can be
assigned.
Pimp your landscape was aligned with the approach
of a cellular automaton with a Moore neighborhood
(nine-cell neighborhood with range r = 1: http://ma
thworld.wolfram.com/MooreNeighborhood.html).
According to Cochinos (2000), “a cellular
automaton is a discrete dynamical system. Each
point in a regular spatial lattice, called a cell, can
have any one of a finite number of states. The states
in the cells of a lattice are updated according to a
local rule. That is, the state of the cell at a given time
depends only on its own state one time step
previously, and the states of its nearby neighbors at
the previous time step. All cells in the lattice are
updated synchronously. The state of the lattice
advances in discrete time steps.”
Cellular automata were introduced by Ulam (1952),
and their potential to support the understanding of
the origin and role of spatial complexity was
highlighted by Tobler (1979). The original cellular
automaton concept has been adapted for modeling
urban structures and land use dynamics (White and
Engelen 1993, 1994, White et al. 1997, Barredo et
al. 2003), regional spatial dynamics (White and
Engelen 1997), and the development of strategies
for landscape ecology in metropolitan planning
(Silva et al. 2008). Nowadays, cellular automata are
broadly used to simulate the impact of land use
(pattern) changes and landscape dynamics (e.g.,
Soares-Filho et al. 2002, Holzkämper and Seppelt
2007, Yang et al. 2008, Moreno et al. 2009,
Wickramasuriya et al. 2009).
Pimp your landscape has adopted some properties
of the cellular automata concept in land use
modeling but has also modified some aspects. The
cell is the smallest spatial unit in the system with
invariable size (actually 100 x 100 m²) and interacts
with its neighboring cells in accordance with certain
rules. Contradictory to the original concept of a

cellular automaton, each cell can have multiple
attributes as introduced by Couclelis (1997). The
land use type is the most important cell attribute and
the only one that is updated. Pimp your landscape
does not automatically update all cell states on the
basis of rules, but the user has to decide (by mouse
click), at which point in time he wants to change a
cell or a part of the region. Rules for restrictions and
for evaluating the effects of updating the land use
types are explicitly defined by the user (Results–
User Requirements and System Conception: Rule
setting options) and consider the cell state, the states
of neighboring cells, cell attributes such as
environmental data, the presence or absence of
linear (e.g., streets, rivers) or point-shaped elements
(e.g., power plants), and thresholds for the
maximum or minimum share of a land use type.
User-driven and nonautomatic updating was chosen
to increase the transparency of the outcomes of the
evaluation, as the user can then directly experience
the effects of each change that is being carried out.
A better term to reflect the way in which Pimp your
landscape is working would probably be “cellular
semiautomata.”
Evaluation results
Literature analysis and expert consultation was used
to create an evaluation table that ranks the impact
of each regionally important land use type on the
most important land use services on a scale from 0
to 100. Table 3 shows as an example the resulting
regional evaluation table for Euro Region Neisse.
This table is exclusively valid for the considered
model region. For other regions, the considered land
use types and services and the related evaluation
must be adapted on the basis of regional knowledge
sources and experiences.
The evaluation table forms a major steering
mechanism for the user, who can change and adapt
this table according to regional demands, existing
knowledge, and consulted experiences. A special
user interface allows the user to generate a stepwise
evaluation, starting with the selection and
description of the land use types. CLC 2000 is
available as a standard set, but a user-specific set
can also be introduced. This step is followed by the
selection of the land use services. The LUF set is
available as a standard set, but again, a user-specific
set can also be introduced. After having finished
these two steps, a matrix is displayed, where values
from 0 to 100 have to be entered for each land use
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Table 3. Exemplary evaluation table for the Euro Region Neisse.

Values of the land use types for the land use function
CORINE Land Cover 2000 land
use types

Water quality

Economy

Ecology

Aesthetics

urban areas

0

100

0

0

industry

0

100

0

0

agriculture

20

80

30

20

fruit trees and vegetables

30

75

35

40

pastures

60

60

35

50

deciduous forests

80

30

100

80

coniferous forests

50

40

60

60

mixed forests

80

35

90

90

natural grassland

70

5

100

90

wetlands and waterbodies

100

5

100

100

type – land use service combination. In this matrix,
the maximum values must be entered, which a land
use type can adopt considering its impact on a land
use service in the specific regional context: for the
application of the system and with regard to the data
basis for the evaluation, it was necessary to refer to
planning units with practical relevance. Therefore,
Pimp your landscape refers to concrete regions
whose borders are at the moment predefined (set of
model regions). A region is understood to be a
spatially confined area, and is classified by its land
use pattern (mosaic of land use types, e.g., forested
regions, agricultural regions, urban regions, etc.)
and additional environmental factors (climate
zones/geo-zones). Land use pattern and environmental
factors determine the maximum value of a land use
type considering its contribution to the provision of
land use services. As a result, the transfer of an
already developed evaluation and rule set from one
region to a comparable one is possible.

Rule setting options

The rules described in the next section were built
on the evaluation table.

I. Impact of environmental frame conditions

A number of rule-setting routines was implemented
in the system. These offer the opportunity to define
in detail the interactions between neighboring land
use types and the impact of environmental frame
conditions on the cell-specific values of a land use
type for a land use service. Furthermore, planning
restrictions can be described by these rule-setting
routines (Fig. 2).
Each rule must be saved with a name and must be
documented by a short description. Once a rule is
established, it can be activated or deactivated. A rule
is always valid for the region where it was
established and is therefore based on the regionspecific evaluation table. For use in other
(comparably classified) regions, the evaluation
table and the rule systems can be exported. The
following rule setting options are given:

I.1 Based on the evaluation table, the user can
specify if and to which percentage cell attributes
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Fig. 2. Connection between value table, rule sets, and evaluation results in Pimp your landscape.

such as geological and topographical data, climate
data, etc., reduce the value of a land use type for a
land use service. Note that in the evaluation
philosophy of Pimp your landscape, the basic value
of a land use type for a land use service represents
the maximum in the regional context. Cell attributes
can only reduce this maximum value. The specific
local situation of a cell within a region can thus be
integrated in the evaluation and helps to provide a
more realistic appraisal of the impact of changes in
land use patterns. An example is the economically
relevant productivity of agricultural or forest areas
as being dependent on the height above sea level
(length of the vegetation period), the soil potential,
and the available annual precipitation.
I.2 Furthermore, the user can define whether one of
the above-mentioned cell attributes restricts the
possibility of converting a land use type into another
(see I.1). In this rule-setting option, two aspects are

integrated: (a) the probability that an environmental
factor limits the conversion of a land use type into
another, and (b) considerations of regional planning
restrictions that might forbid the conversion of one
land use type into another. An example is (a) the
probability that badlands can be converted into
forests or agricultural sites as dependent on the soil
type or the mean annual precipitation. Steep slopes
in mountainous areas can serve as an example for
(b), as forests should be kept there to protect the site
(protection forests).
II Interactions between cells
II.1 In this rule-setting routine, the user has the
option of specifying if and at which percentage the
value of a land use type for one (or several) land use
service(s) is decreased by the neighborhood to
another land use type. In the simplest case, two cells
of the same land use type are in direct proximity.
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As a result, no mutual impact is assumed. In the case
that two differing land use types are neighbors, their
original value for one (or several) land use service
(s) might decrease. As an example, the value that is
assumed for an agricultural site in terms of its
economy can be reduced by its proximity to a forest
due to its shadowing effects. At the same time, the
economic value of the forest might increase due to
its proximity to an agricultural site providing
nitrogen deposition. Following the model of a
Moore neighborhood, different neighborhood types
are considered. A longitudinal neighborhood has a
full impact, whereas the impact is reduced as a
commitment to 25% of the full value in the case of
the diagonal proximity of the cells.
II.2 Furthermore, the user can define whether a
neighborhood restricts the possibility of the
conversion of a land use type. This rule-setting
option reflects planning restrictions that might
occur. As an example, it might be forbidden to
establish a dump site in the neighborhood of a
settlement.
III Interactions between cells and linear or pointshaped elements
III.1 The user can specify if and at which percentage
linear or point-shaped cell attributes reduce the
value of a land use type for one or several land use
services. In the case of point-shaped elements, the
user must specify the spatial distance up to which
this impact is valid. This is the only case where the
Moore neighborhood with range r = 1 is modified.
An example is the impact of a power plant, for which
a deposition gradient must be defined. The spatial
distance and the number of neighbors that are
affected in each direction are simply defined by
freehand delineation on the map. The gradient can
be centric or irregular, even with an excentric
localization of the point-shaped element. Within the
gradient, a linear decrease of the impact is assumed
starting with the highest impact on the original
values of the land use types at the cells nearest to
the point-shaped element.
III.2 In addition to the rule-setting option described
in II.2, the user can specify whether the existence
of and neighborhood to linear elements, such as
rivers or roads, restricts the conversion of a land use
type into another. “Existence of” addresses the cells
that have a river or road as an additional cell
attribute; “neighborhood to” addresses cells that are
situated next to a cell with such an attribute. As an

example, the clearing of forests along rivers can be
forbidden and reflects the planning restriction to
protect floodplain forests.
IV Further rule setting options reflecting planning
restrictions
IV.1 A basic characteristic of a cellular automaton
is the transition probability of the original status of
a cell into another status. Independent from the yetdescribed impact of the neighboring land use type
(II.2), the user can specify which land use type is
basically allowed to be converted into another. This
reflects again two aspects: (a) the (natural)
probability that a certain land use type can be
converted into another, and (b) the considerations
of regional planning restrictions, which might
forbid the conversion of one land use type into
another. An example for (a) is the conversion of a
settlement into a forest; an example for (b) is the
conversion of a deciduous forest into a coniferous
forest.
IV.2 To support the complex considerations in
regional planning, the user can also specify
development thresholds and development trends.
The minimum and maximum share of a land use
type with reference to the total number of cells can
be defined. Additionally, the user can decide
whether the actual share of a land use type can only
be increased or decreased or must be kept. This
reflects planning aspects with regard to the character
of a landscape. As an example, it might be desirable
to keep the character of a cultural landscape with a
share of 30–40% of forests, 50–60% of agriculture,
5% of water bodies, and a maximum of 5% of
noncontinuous urban areas. In this case, only the
location of the different land use types could be
changed, but a warning message would signal
whether one of the thresholds is exceeded. In
progress is a complementary option to decrease the
value of a land use type for one or several land use
services as a function of these thresholds.
IV.3 Finally, the user can also set minimum or
maximum thresholds for the land use services on a
scale from 0 to 100. This offers the option to reflect
political targets in planning, such as keeping
biodiversity or water quality at a certain level.
V. Impact of time on the evaluation result
The value of a land use type for one or several land
use services might depend on its development stage.
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An example is the afforestation of former
agricultural sites: at least one forest stand life is
necessary until the full quality of the forest
ecosystem is reached in terms of drinking water
quality, typical species richness, and economically
relevant production. The consideration of a time
dependent value of land use types for land use
services is also important for evaluating land use
pattern changes for climate change scenarios with
different speeds and intensity of changes over time.
The user can decide for which land use types such
trends apply, and must define first which time
periods should be considered in the evaluation and
next the time-dependent value of the land use type
for the land use services, for which temporal trends
are relevant.
The different rule-setting options can be used
singularly, or several rules can be combined and
saved as a complex rule set. An example of a
complex rule set is the translation of multiple
planning restrictions derived from EU directives
such as Natura 2000 or the EU Water Framework
Directive. The possibility of combining rules
enables the comparison of the functioning and
effects of competing directives or planning
restrictions.
The rules impact the possible land use pattern
changes in different ways: (a) the evaluation result
is dependent on the rules I.1, II.1, III.1, and V (and
in future also IV.2); (b) the number of land use types
that are displayed in a selection box when clicking
on a cell can be limited by rules I.2, II.2, III.2, and
IV.1; and (c) warning messages are given if
thresholds defined in rules IV.2 and IV.3 are broken.
Technical realization and usage of the system
Pimp your landscape (V 2.1) was developed as an
online tool. Information on land use patterns was
based on CLC 2000 maps with a spatial resolution
of 100 x 100 m² (= 1 cell). This resolution was
chosen because it is the highest resolution possible
with CLC 2000. Roads, highways, railways and
water bodies are displayed as linear elements, which
are extracted from 1:100 000 topographic maps.
Additional attributes such as geology/soil type,
topography, and climate data can be imported in the
form of vector data (text or shape file) as an
information layer, which is valid for the total region.
If no relevant information is available, these cell
attributes can also be defined manually for each cell

or for an area comprising several cells. To avoid the
user’s confusion as a result of information overflow,
only land use pattern and infrastructural elements
are displayed as maps at the front end, while
information on the additional attributes is displayed
as pop-up window when the cursor hovers over a
cell.
One of the major development challenges involved
combining of permanent map details (existent
infrastructural elements, environmental attributes)
and modifiable map details (land use types,
additional linear or point-shaped infrastructural
elements) without using GIS functionalities, which
are highly complex and time demanding. Each cell
must contain geo-referenced information about the
major land use types and the presence or absence of
other attributes. A color code management enabling
the identification, administration, and allocation of
colors to each cell was thus introduced. A mapmanagement module supports the relation of the
CLC 2000 land use maps and the attributes from the
other information layers to the same scale without
distortion. The described data aggregation
technology allows for an optimized loading time of
the maps and for the fast actualization of the land
use pattern and the insertion of linear or pointshaped elements per mouse click. Additionally,
zoom functionality is supported, which helps users
adapt the user interface optimally to their technical
facilities (screen size). The possibility of working
with different raster sizes from 1 x 1 (= basic
resolution of 100 x 100m²) up to 16 x 16 and with
a freehand mode for enabling large-scale changes
is another result of this special aggregation
technology.
Figure 3 shows the home page of Pimp your
landscape. The maps displayed on the user interface
are divided into 10 x 10 km sections and transferred
into gif format to reduce the transfer time to the endusers’ browsers. The user is asked to zoom into
regions – that is, to select a part of the region that
he/she wants to work on, by mouse click. This was
done for practical reasons, as tests showed that users
are not able to work on more than 2500 to 3000 cells
simultaneously. It is also possible to upload a map
together with environmental data sets, which are
available as a text or shape file in a resolution of
100 x 100 m² (without illustration).
Figure 4 shows the actual user interface of Pimp
your landscape. For each of the 100 x 100 m² cells,
the dominant land use type is displayed.
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Fig. 3. Home page of Pimp your landscape, displaying some of the model regions, which are already
integrated into the system.

After having selected a region and the related data
sets and having specified the rules in the menus
above the map, the user is offered multiple tools to
modify the landscape, which are shown by icons.
The icons below the map, from left to right, allow
for changing the land use types cell-wise, for
changing a sector marked by a freehand delineation,
for changing all cells of a certain type, which are
neighbored at a stretch, and for changing all cells of
a certain land use type for the whole map. A new
land use type is assigned by a pop-up menu, which
displays the available land use types. A click on the
desired land use type (e.g., coniferous forest) makes
the intended change.
The fifth icon below the map allows for delineating
streets with different sizes (highways, main roads,
small roads, etc.). Different classes of streets

according to their size and traffic intensity can be
selected from a pop-up menu, and the impact on the
land use services must be specified by the user for
each of the classes. The sixth icon gives the same
opportunity for rivers. The seventh icon enables the
delineation of water bodies. The eighth icon allows
the user to zoom into a part of the map and to
compare the evaluation results, which are displayed
in a star diagram (faded out in the illustration) for
the total map and for the selected zoom area. This
feature helps one to better understand local effects,
for example, such as those associated with the
introduction of a motorway junction or the
introduction of a dumpsite. It is also possible to
switch between different zoom areas, for example,
to test the effects of introducing a dumpsite or
motorway junction at alternative localizations in the
map. The last icon below the map allows for drawing
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Fig. 4. User interface of Pimp your landscape.

a point-shaped element in the map and to define its
impact gradient. The icons in the row below this
provide the opportunity to save the results of the
simulation and to receive information on the rule
sets that are introduced and activated. The clock
icon provides the opportunity to activate a menu,
where values of the land use types for one or several
land use services can be defined as dependent on
different time slots.
The tool bar on the left-hand side of the map from
top to bottom includes icons for exporting the final
results of the simulation as a text or shape file and
for saving them as a pdf file. The fourth icon allows
the user to reset the simulation. The fifth icon
activates the replay of all movements so far, and can
be interrupted to restart the simulation at a move
that might have led to undesired results. The two
icons below that allow the displayed map size to be
enlarged or reduced. The next-to-last button

activates or deactivates the display of the raster, and
the last icon allows the displayed raster size to be
changed. This is thought to be useful in cases where
a user wants to convert larger parts of the map with
homogenous cells. It does not affect cells sized 100
x 100 m².
A legend, which can be activated by mouse click,
informs the user about the colors of the land use
types and their regional value on a relative scale
from 0 to 100. For the displayed map, a statistic of
the land use types can be displayed (right-hand side
of the map), or evaluation results can be displayed
in a star diagram or a trend table that gives the
numbers and shows the trends for the land use
services as indicated by arrows (icons on the righthand side of the statistic). The numbers, which are
displayed in the star diagram and the trend table, are
the weighted mean values for each land use service
(Introduction).
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To support the visual comparison of the original
landscape and the simulation result, the original
situation can be displayed in parallel to the map by
clicking the “display original map” icon on the righthand side of the map. The figure that is displayed
cannot be changed by the user, but its position can
be moved with the mouse to avoid obscuring the
diagram, trend table or land use type statistic.
DISCUSSION
Complexity versus simplicity - advantages and
disadvantages
Systems for supporting spatial management
decisions were developed in the frame of many
projects. The application fields they cover range
from sectoral management support in forestry up to
integrated water resources and complex environmental
management approaches (Matthies et al. 2007,
Burstein and Holsapple 2008a, 2008b, Reynolds et
al. 2008). However, a major criticism of these
systems is their high complexity, which provides an
abundance of information far beyond what is really
used by managers or even policy makers (Uran and
Janssen 2003, Van Kouwen et al. 2008).
Meanwhile, the need to pay greater attention to enduser needs and to the requirements of particular
applications of a tool is widely recognized
(Giupponi 2007). Mendoza and Prabhu (2005) and
Parker et al. (2008) have identified the human aspect
and especially communication as central criteria for
the development of successful system solutions.
Communication in this context must comprise both
the internal communication between the developers
and the external communication with end-users.
How does one evaluate Pimp your landscape with
this background in mind?
Pimp your landscape was conceived as an
instrument to visualize the effects of changes in land
use pattern and to quickly provide information on
possible positive or negative trends. The intention
is to support a better understanding of the effects of
spatial planning measures at the landscape level.
Pimp your landscape allows for the flexible
consideration of different land use change scenarios
and the quick visualization of possible side effects
and trade-offs. The tool can easily be adapted to any
region considering the land use services to be
integrated, the digital data (maps) to be used, and
the available evaluation basis and rule sets to be
introduced. Consequently, the original aim to

realize a generic system approach, which can be
adapted to variable application cases, was achieved.
(Holzkämper and Seppelt 2007).
One of the main development targets of the tool is
to deliver a basis for exchange, discussion, and
conflict solution between different actors or actor
groups in regional planning. The system conception,
its development, and the configuration for its
application fields is driven by end-user demands
from the beginning on. This was done especially
with regard to the criticism about spatial support
systems highlighted by Uran and Janssen (2003).
The intention to build the system development
basically on the users’ point of view led to some
problems. A problem was to concretize the user
demands because the participating experts in the
Delphi study were not very familiar with existent
and available solutions and thus could not always
specify in detail what they really understood to be
an optimal solution. Therefore, the one-time survey
was added, and the experts were offered the
opportunity to have a look at existing solutions and
to test them. A problem in the user-driven
development was that users could not or were not
willing to spend much time testing different
solutions, and their answers thus remained partially
superficial. In consequence – and diverging from
the original intention of a completely user-driven
approach – the initial system specifications had to
be proposed by the developers and had to include
their experiences (and probably preferences).
Communication within the development team, with
the end-users, and also with scientists working in
the field of developing support systems at different
scale levels was an essential element in the
development of the software. In particular,
exchange with other scientists, with regard to
experiences with user-driven software development,
will increase in the future as a result of lessons
learned from the development process so far.
User needs with regard to new knowledge and their
being addressed by simplified answers and
scientific progress are currently unmatched. A
precondition for a successful support tool is the strict
orientation on the knowledge background and skills
of the later user (Diez and McIntosh 2009) and the
transparency of the results (Malczewski 2004).
Therefore, it was considered essential to keep the
evaluation approach and the output on the effects of
land use pattern changes as simple as possible. In
consequence, Pimp your landscape is not based on
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coupled models and gives a very simple set of
feedback to the user. The evaluation results
represent highly aggregated information corresponding
to the demands of decision and policy makers
(Hartono et al. 2007). The selected approach of a
cellular (semi)automaton provides a useful
instrument to consider complex interactions at the
landscape level (Holzkämper and Seppelt 2007,
Silva et al. 2008), but it is also useful to make them
more transparent for the user.
With regard to the manifold evaluation approaches
and results in environmental impact assessment
(Perez-Soba et al. 2008), the applied approach of
using a combination of literature analysis and expert
consultation for the evaluation basis and to
reference the impact of land use types on all land
use services on a scale from 0 to 100 runs the risk
of presuming the accuracy and simplicity of answers
that, in fact, do not correspond to the complexity of
real-world conditions.
The analysis of appropriate knowledge sources and
indicators for the evaluation has also revealed a
severe problem: when bundling experience-based
expert knowledge and knowledge from publications
on the impact of different land use types on
landscape services, an incredibly high number and
variability of indicators and indicator sets were
found for the effects of each single land use type on
the land use services (e.g., Repetti et al. 2006).
Furthermore, indicators and indicator sets do not
deliver in any case a sound basis for comparing
different land use types and achieving an integrative
evaluation at the landscape level (Yli-Viikari et al.
2007, Wijewardana 2008). This required an
intensive selection process and complicated
referencing of the land use impacts on the described
scale from 0 to 100. A possibility would have been
to directly display the indicators or indicator sets as
feedback for the end-user. However, this endangers
the comprehensibility of the results for users, in this
case especially the non-professional ones (e.g.,
Janssen et al. 2006). The relative ranking of land
use types also has another advantage over the direct
display of indicators. When using a set of indicators
and knowledge sources for each land use type and
service, the ranking becomes more stable over time
compared to each single indicator (compare e.g.,
Lindeijer 2000). On the other hand, the chosen
referencing of the results on a relative scale might
reduce the transparency of the results. A solution
corresponding to both needs, the quick estimation
of positive/negative trends and more detailed

information on the underlying indicators and
indicator sets is planned to be implemented soon.
Another possible constraint faced in the acceptance
and use of Pimp your landscape is a missing
interface for land use type specific or landscaperelated models. The reasons for this are that analyses
of existing systems and modeling approaches have
shown that the availability of models for all land use
types that consider multiple effects on different land
use services is not ensured (e.g., Rossing et al.
2007). Furthermore, models of different land use
types often work at different scales, which
complicates their linking in a landscape leveloriented system. Models are often hyperparameterized, which confines their use to regions
that were originally developed. Last but not least,
few models cover the interactions between land use
types in a landscape context (e.g., Lambin et al.
2000, Roetter et al. 2005, Verburg et al. 2006). As
a result, Pimp your landscape was conceived as
open platform, which supports the integration of
knowledge gained from modeling results but also
offers the possibility of compensating missing
knowledge with experiences and expert knowledgebased estimation. The future direct linking to
models, however, is not excluded.
To validate the results of Pimp your landscape, a
comparison with spatial modeling approaches is in
preparation in the context of the project REGKLAM
(www.regklam.de), and focuses first on the water
quality, economic, and (in development) soil
protection (erosion risk) land use services. The
consideration of landscape structure indices in the
evaluation results is actually integrated into the
validation of the outcomes for services such as
ecology (diversity) and aesthetics. As a result,
comparison with the outcomes of other approaches
has not yet begun.
The presented options to specify rules and
thresholds are intended to partially compensate for
the missing link to models. However, in discussion
with the test persons, two criticisms occurred: the
intention to provide great flexibility to the user in
adapting and defining unique rule sets demands, at
least at the beginning, a time-consuming adaptation
of the system, despite the offer that predefined
evaluation tables and rule sets for some model
regions are iteratively integrated into the system and
are made available for the users. The other criticism
is the possible misuse of the software by inaccurate
rule settings, which might produce incorrect results.
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These criticisms are valid, and they restrict the free
use of the software without accompanying scientific
support. Furthermore, user groups are specified with
differentiated rights to adapt and configure the
knowledge base and restrictions.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Pimp your landscape supports the testing,
visualization, and evaluation of the effects of
changes in land use patterns, which result from
spatial planning measures. The advantage of Pimp
your landscape is its simple entry and online
handling with low technical requirements with
regard to end-users’ technical facilities (Seffino et
al 1999, Tang and Waters 2005). In fact, a widely
available set of maps based on CLC 2000 and
geographical, topographical, and climate data sets
is used as a standard. For each new region, these
data sets can easily be imported into the system’s
map management module. A possible extension to
CLC 2000 would be offered by the GEOLAND data
sets (Willemen and Kooistra 2004), which so far are
available for only some regions. The vision for
future development, however, is to link Pimp your
landscape with open access map material or satellite
data (e.g., Google Earth). A link to OpenStreetMap
is already realized, and even the option to overlay
the maps with orthophotos is tested.
The system also offers the user the possibility to go
in-depth, specifying complex planning restrictions
and testing variable planning measures. The main
application fields of the system are training and
education in understanding the effects of spatial
planning measures and the interactions of different
land use types at a landscape level. Furthermore, the
software can be used for the initial estimation of
possible positive or negative consequences of
planning measures at the landscape level. Last but
not least, Pimp your landscape also supports the
stepwise identification of possible planning
corridors for infrastructural planning by delivering
a forum of exchange and discussion between
different actors in spatial planning.
The development of Pimp your landscape with user
requirements analysis, test series, and feedback
rounds is ongoing in a number of projects on the
national and EU-wide levels. Different application
fields are currently being tested. On a microscale
level, Pimp your landscape is used to design
together with regional citizens ways of using and

developing former opencast mining areas in the
vicinity of Leipzig. Another application area on a
microscale level is to test together with farmers
alternative scenarios of land consolidation measures
in the catchment area of a drinking water reservoir.
On a meso-scale level, the system is used to test the
effects of different land use pattern alternatives
under a climate change scenario to develop a
mitigation strategy for the metropolitan region of
Dresden. Furthermore, the software is applied in
Brazil to moderate land use management conflicts
in the vicinity of the capital city of Brasilia. The
system is also used for the education and training
of land use managers in the context of a Leonardo
da Vinci activity in Austria, Czech Republic,
Germany, and Slovakia.
Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol15/iss3/art34/
responses/
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